NSA, the only part of the government that actually listens - Dan McCall
VIDEO: COUPLE PROVES FACEBOOK LISTENS IN ON CONVERSATIONS WITH SIMPLE EXPERIMENT

What happens when you talk about a random item with your cell phone around?

If you have Facebook's Messenger app, apparently, your phone is listening – and feeding your information to Facebook.

The YouTube user Neville conducted a simple experiment after suspecting Facebook was listening in to his conversations through his cell phone's microphone – even when the phone is not in use.

“My wife and I took a random subject we had NEVER every talked about or searched online, and talked about it while her iPhone was on in the background. Two days later, our Facebook advertising completely changed over to cat food for a few days,” Neville wrote.
REPORT THOUGHTCRIME TO VIGILANT COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS
"[Syrian refugees] could be ISIS. I don't know."
- September 2015
“Power is not a means; it is an end. One does not establish a dictatorship in order to safeguard a revolution; one makes the revolution in order to establish the dictatorship.”

George Orwell
All human transactions are heavily intermediated by corrupt entities.
Market transactions are extremely important for human-wide collaboration
Transacting needs currency... and organization, aka governance
Governments own the monopoly of governance
We are extremely close to a complete removal of our freedom
Old methods of revolution won’t work
Efficiency will rapidly become more important than the dictates of power in the organization of social institutions.
Market forces, not political majorities, will compel societies to reconfigure themselves in ways that public opinion will neither comprehend nor welcome.
At first, they say it’s “theoretically impossible.”

Then, “Maybe possible, but certainly not practical.”

Then, “But only fringe groups are using it.”

Later,”We are studying it.”

Now: “It is the future. We are here to provide governance and regulation.”

-- Tim May
Governance models that are impossible to imagine now will emerge.
You cannot directly perform this action. You do not have the necessary permissions.

**Action Requirement**
Here are some options that you can use to perform it:

- **Voting (ANT)**
  The Voting (ANT) app will create a new voting for ANT holders to decide whether to perform this action or not.

- **Tokens (XVT) ➔ Voting (ANT)**
  1. The Tokens (XVT) app will forward actions requested by XVT token holders.
  2. The Voting (XVT) app will create a new voting for ANT holders to decide whether to perform this action or not.

**Action to be triggered**
This transaction would eventually perform a payment to address 0x52b_7fa11 Estimated payment cost
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